RECREATION VISITOR PREFERENCES FOR AND PERCEPTIONS OF OUTDOOR RECREATION SETTING ATTRIBUTES

(By Michael A. Tarrant and Erin Smith, University of Georgia, and H. Ken Cordell, USDA Forest Service, Athens, GA)

Between 1990 and 1994, a comprehensive national survey was conducted by the USDA Forest Service (FS), Southern Research Station, to measure visitor preferences for, and perceptions of, setting attributes at a variety of outdoor recreation sites. Over 11,000 visitors at 31 outdoor recreation sites across the country were interviewed in this study. The study was entitled CUSTOMER, which is an acronym for Customer Use and Survey Techniques for Operations, Management, Evaluations, and Research. Sites included those managed by the FS, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). This section presents results of analysis of CUSTOMER data on visitor preferences for, and satisfaction with, site attributes corresponding to five specific recreation settings (developed, dispersed, water, roaded, and winter) and one general outdoor setting.

Developed areas were the most evenly distributed (across the U.S.) of the five specific settings sampled and includes sites and services such as campgrounds, RV hook-ups, picnic sites, and roads. Dispersed settings are primarily roadless areas and are more widely available in the Western than in the Eastern U.S. Water settings include lakes, rivers, and streams that are either near or adjacent to roads as well as intensively developed water sites. Roaded recreation areas are within 0.5 mile of roads, and most uses are trail dependent (for example, walking, biking, and horse riding). Winter settings provide snow and ice-based recreation opportunities and are more widely distributed in the West.

Each interviewed visitor responded to a list of 15-24 specific attributes of the setting in which he or she was recreating (e.g., visitors to a winter setting completed the list of winter setting attributes). In addition, all visitors completed a list of 14 general attributes common to all outdoor recreation settings, such as clear signs to the area, reasonable fees, and safety and security on site. Respondents reported (1) their preferences (on a scale of 1, “not important,” to 5, “extremely important”) and (2) their perceptions (on a scale of 1, “terrible,” to 5, “delighted”) for each of the settings. Visitors were contacted on-site and asked to complete a mail-back survey, which measured their preferences and satisfactions with the setting attributes.
The CUSTOMER data were analyzed using the importance-performance method, in which the satisfaction scale was considered analogous to a performance criterion. The importance-performance framework is derived from the marketing literature, especially works in market segmentation (Martilla & James, 1977), and provides an effective procedure for evaluating customer satisfaction with products or services comprised of multiple attributes. Display of analysis results uses a 4-quadrant grid (Figure IX.1). Attributes in the "keep up the good work" quadrant are ones that the visitor considers to be important and satisfactory. "Possible overkill" items are those that perform well, but are not rated as important by visitors. Resources may be wasted on increased management of the attributes in this quadrant. The "low priority" items are those that receive low performance and importance ratings. The "concentrate here" quadrant represents attributes with low perceived performance, but high importance. The "concentrate here" quadrant contains the attributes that may be of greatest concern to outdoor recreation managers because their poor performance is most likely to reduce visitor satisfaction.

**Purpose and Objectives**

This section provides an overview to visitor satisfactions with, and preferences for, attributes of specific and general outdoor recreation settings using an importance-performance framework. Three objectives were addressed:

1. Determine specific setting attributes that outdoor recreation managers should target, i.e., the "concentrate here" quadrant of the importance-performance framework.
2. Determine the effect of visitor demographic characteristics on their importance and performance ratings.
3. Determine the effect of trip characteristics on visitor importance and performance.
Demographic Characteristics

Socio-demographic variables have traditionally explained some of the variance in outdoor recreation participation (Manning, 1985a). White, able-bodied, well-educated, and middle-income individuals comprise the “typical” participant (Cordell, Bergstrom, Hartmann, & English, 1990). Communities with proportionately higher black and low-income residents have fewer opportunities for dispersed and winter recreation. Communities with a higher percentage of whites have lower participation in developed land and water recreation. Males and higher-income individuals are associated with the most recreation opportunities of all groups. Disabled populations participate less per capita than any other social group (Cordell, et al., 1990). Clearly, as the U.S. population becomes more ethnically, socially, and economically diverse, recreation managers will have to modify the attributes of many outdoor settings to accommodate new demands.

The following demographic variables were used in objective two and categorized into dichotomous groups: gender (male versus female), education (<16 years versus 16+ years), disability (disabled versus non-disabled), race (white versus non-white), and employment (full-time or part-time employment versus unemployed).

Trip Characteristics

As society becomes more urbanized, travel patterns (including length of stay, repeated visitation, and distance traveled) will be increasingly dependent upon the quality of the recreation opportunities and settings provided. Urban residents typically have fewer recreation opportunities than rural dwellers, culminating in increased pressures on, and demand for, recreation opportunities closer to metropolitan areas. The following trip characteristics (used to address objective three) were categorized into dichotomous groups: number of previous visits to site (first-time versus return visits), distance traveled from primary residence (<30 miles versus 30 or more miles), length of stay (day versus overnight visitors), and day of visit (weekday versus weekend). A final trip characteristic, origin of visitor, was grouped into the four assessment regions (See Figure II.1, Chapter II.).

General Setting

Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention

Figure IX.2 shows that three of the 14 general setting attributes fell into the “concentrate here” quadrant for the general setting: cleanliness of restrooms, facilities and grounds (7), clear directional signs (3), and maps, informational signs and bulletin boards (13). These factors represent attributes where managers should direct most of their attention because they are likely to reduce visitor satisfaction. Only one attribute fell in the “possible overkill” quadrant: location of area, it is near to my home (2). Items that fell in the “keep up the good work” quadrant were quality of the scenery (11), reasonable fees (12), helpfulness of employees (9), good roads and parking (4), and safety and security (10). Attributes within the “low priority” quadrant were access to supplies and shopping (14), information and programs about the area history (8), barrier-free access for disabled visitors (5), presence of a ranger (6), and information for planning a trip to the area (1).

---

2In states east of the Mississippi River, local was defined as 30 miles or less traveled from primary residence. In states west of the Mississippi, local was defined as <50 miles.

3Item numbers in Figure IX.2 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.1-IX.8). For example, item two in Figure IX.2 (which falls into the “possible overkill” quadrant) is the second attribute (location of area, it is near to my home) listed in TATs IX.1-IX.8.
Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

With the exception of disabled visitors, importance-performance charts for all demographic groups were very similar. The same three attributes found in objective one (cleanliness of facilities, clear directional signs, maps, and information) appeared in the “concentrate here” quadrant for gender (males and females), education (<16 versus 16+ years), race (white and non-white), employment (employed versus unemployed), and nondisabled visitors. For disabled visitors, managers should address barrier-free access and cleanliness of facilities.

In the remainder of this chapter, referenced tables (herein abbreviated to TAT—Technical Appendix Table)\(^4\) may be seen by requesting a copy from the USDA Forest Service. The Tables IX.1-8 show differences in performance and importance scores for the different demographic groups. Generally, females rated setting attributes as more important than males (TAT IX.1), especially clear directional signs, cleanliness of facilities, safety and security, and barrier-free access. Females also rated performance on seven of the 14 attributes higher than males (TAT IX.2), especially location of the area, safety and security, and presence of a ranger. Interestingly, the differences between the two groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.2) were not as highly significant as for importance ratings (TAT IX.1).

Eight of the 14 attributes were rated more important by less (than highly) educated visitors (especially access to supplies, barrier-free access, and good roads and parking), two are rated more important by highly (versus less) educated visitors (quality of the scenery and planning information) and four have no significant difference (TAT IX.1). Fewer differences occurred for performance ratings: six attributes were rated higher for highly (versus less) educated visitors (especially quality of the scenery and reasonable fees) (TAT IX.2). Less (versus highly) educated visitors rated safety and security lower.

\(^4\)These technical appendices are available upon request to USDA Forest Service, Outdoor Recreation and Wilderness Assessment Group, 320 Green Street, Athens, GA 30603-2044.
Attributes falling in the “concentrate here” quadrant differed by disability. For disabled visitors, managers should address barrier-free access and cleanliness of facilities. For nondisabled visitors, the same three attributes identified in objective one occurred (i.e., cleanliness of facilities, clear directional signs, maps, and information). Disabled visitors rated seven of the 14 attributes as more important than nondisabled visitors, especially barrier-free access, ranger presence, and access to supplies (TAT IX.1) and rated one attribute as performing lower (barrier-free access) (TAT IX.2). No other significant differences were found. Access to supplies and barrier-free access were rated as more important by non-whites than whites (TAT IX.3). Only one attribute (information for planning a trip) was rated as performing significantly differently for whites than non-whites (TAT IX.4).

Nine of the 14 attributes were rated as significantly more important by employed versus unemployed visitors (TAT IX.3), the most highly significant were good roads and parking, ranger presence, and barrier-free access. Employed visitors rated one attribute (scenic quality) as more important than unemployed visitors. Seven attributes were rated in better condition by unemployed visitors, especially maps and signs, information about the area's history, and helpfulness of employees (TAT IX.4). Employed visitors rated one attribute (scenic quality) higher.

Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

The same three attributes identified in objective one also occurred in the “concentrate here” quadrant for length of stay (overnight and day), day of visit (weekday versus weekend), origin (Pacific Coast, Rocky Mountain, South, and North), and nonlocals. Four attributes fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant for first-time visitors (information for planning a trip, clear directional signs, cleanliness of facilities, and maps and information signs) and attributes for return visitors (cleanliness of facilities and safety and security). For locals, there were only two attributes (cleanliness of facilities and safety and security).

As expected, return visitors rated location of the area as more important than first-time visitors. First-time visitors, however, rated six of the 14 attributes as more important than return visitors (especially, information for planning a trip, maps and information signs, information about an area's history, and clear directional signs) (TAT IX.3). TAT IX.4 shows that, overall, first-time visitors rated the setting in better condition than return visitors, especially helpfulness of employees, reasonable fees, safety and security, and cleanliness of facilities.

Local visitors rated location of the area, good roads and parking, and barrier-free access as most important, while non-locals rated information for planning a trip and information about the area's history as more important (TAT IX.5). For 12 of the 14 attributes, non-local visitors rated the condition of the setting higher than local visitors (TAT IX.6), especially cleanliness of facilities, safety and security, helpfulness of employees, and information (maps and history). As expected, location of the area was highest for locals.

Day users rated seven of the 14 attributes as more important than overnight users (TAT IX.6), especially location of the area, good roads and parking, information (maps and history), barrier-free access, and clear directional signs. Day visitors also rated the condition of the setting better than did overnight visitors on three attributes, especially location of the area. They rate conditions significantly worse than overnight visitors on four attributes (TAT IX.6).

Only two attributes have significant differences for importance ratings (TAT IX.5). Weekend visitors rated location of the area and scenic quality as more important than weekday visitors. Generally, weekday visitors (TAT IX.6) gave higher performance ratings. Overall, visitors from the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain regions rated the attributes least important, while visitors from the South and North gave the highest importance ratings (TAT IX.7). This trend was particularly evident for the following attributes: ranger presence, access to supplies, safety and security, location of the area, information (maps and history), clear directional signs, information for planning a trip, good roads and access, and cleanliness of facilities. A similar trend as for importance ratings was found for condition ratings. Southern visitors rated general recreation settings in better condition than (in the following general order) Northern, Pacific Coast, and Rocky Mountain visitors (TAT IX.8). The most pronounced differences occurred for the following attributes: information (maps and history), cleanliness of facilities, helpfulness of employees, good roads and parking, and location of area.
Figure IX.3: Importance-Performance of Developed Settings

Developed Setting

Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention

The importance-performance chart for the developed setting (Figure IX.3) shows that none of the 23 attributes fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant and only two items [cabin and campsite reservations (5), and cooking grills available (21)] occurred in the “possible overkill” zone. These results suggest that visitors are generally satisfied with setting conditions. Attributes falling in the “keep up the good work” quadrant are associated with the most basic services and facilities provided at a developed recreation setting [e.g., drinking water available (11), an unencumbered and quiet setting (1), fire rings available (20), picnic tables available (19), adequate parking spaces (2), clean, well-maintained facilities (4), well maintained trails (23), flush toilets (10), lighting (12), and campsite access (8)]. Items in the “low priority” zone included more supplemental services and facilities such as electrical hook-ups (14), RV dump stations (15), laundry facilities (16), recreation equipment rentals (17), hot showers (13), group shelters (7), food stores (3), educational programs (6), playground (22), telephones (18), and firewood (9).

Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

No attributes were in the “concentrate here” quadrant for gender (males and females), employment status (employed and unemployed), and for visitors who were non-disabled, <16 years education, and white. However, the following attributes did occur in the “concentrate here” quadrant for disabled visitors (availability of hot showers), 16+ years education (availability of firewood), and non-whites (availability of telephones).

Females rated most developed setting attributes as significantly more important than did males (TAT IX.9), especially parking, clean facilities, and availability of group shelters and picnic tables. However, there were negligible differences between males and females on performance ratings (TAT IX.10). Visitors with <16 years of education rated most developed setting attributes as significantly more important than visitors with 16+ years education (TAT IX.9), especially RV sewage dumps, electrical hook-ups, nearby store for food and supplies, and availability of hot showers. Only one attribute was rated more important by highly (versus less)

---

1 Item numbers in Figure IX.3 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.9-IX.16).
educated visitors: an unceremonial and quiet setting. There were negligible differences between high versus low education groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.10).

Few differences existed in mean importance or performance scores for disabled versus nondisabled visitors (TAT IX.9 and IX.10). One reason may be the relatively low sample size for disabled users (ranging from n = 50 to 68). Bathroom facilities (flush toilets and lighting) were more important to disabled than nondisabled visitors (TAT IX.9), but it was the condition of campsite facilities (availability of picnic tables, fire rings, firewood, and campsite access) that disabled visitors rated significantly lower than visitors without a disability (TAT IX.10).

Generally, non-whites prefer more supplemental services (e.g., recreation equipment rentals, telephones, cooking grills, and playground/sports fields) than whites (TAT IX.11). There were no differences in performance scores for whites versus non-whites (TAT IX.12). Again, one reason for the lack of statistical significance may be the relatively low sample size for non-whites.

Attributes related to RV camping (e.g., gravel/paved camping access, electrical hook-ups, RV sewage dump stations, and laundry facilities) were rated as more important for employed versus unemployed visitors (TAT IX.11). This difference may reflect the higher proportion of retired visitors who drive RVs. There were no significant differences between the two groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.12).

Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

No attributes were in the “concentrate here” quadrant for day of the week (weekend versus weekday users) or for nonlocals, day users, and first-time visitors. However, the following attributes did occur in the “concentrate here” quadrant for locals, overnight, Southern and Northern visitors (availability of hot showers), return, overnight, and Rocky Mountain visitors (availability of firewood), local users (area and restroom lighting), and Pacific Coast visitors (well-maintained trails).

Few differences existed in mean importance (TAT IX.11) or performance scores (TAT IX.12) for first-time versus return visitors. First-time visitors rated educational and laundry facilities as more important, while return visitors rated campsite features (availability of fire rings, picnic tables, and cooking grills) as more important (TAT IX.11).

As expected, overnight visitors rated attributes associated with longer stays (e.g., availability of fire rings, firewood, hot showers, drinking water, and sewage dump stations) as more important, while day users rated trails and educational programs as more important (TAT IX.13). Overnight (versus day) users (TAT IX.14) also rated performance for long-stay attributes lower (e.g., availability of picnic tables, fire grills, drinking water, and flush toilets).

No significant differences in importance scores (TAT IX.13) and few significant differences in performance ratings (TAT IX.14) were found for weekday versus weekend users. Setting attributes related to use
levels (e.g., an uncrowded and quiet setting, adequate parking spaces, and cabin/campsite reservations) were rated higher in performance for weekday versus weekend visitors (TAT IX.14).

Local visitors were more concerned with short-stay attributes (e.g., availability of picnic tables and grills, and group shelters), while nonlocals exhibited a greater preference for long-stay attributes (e.g., availability of educational programs, hot showers, and laundry facilities) (TAT IX.13). Nonlocals tended to rate the performance of many (nine of 23) attributes more highly than locals, especially availability of drinking water, area and bathroom lighting, RV sewage stations, and an uncrowded and quiet setting (TAT IX.14).

Generally, visitors from the West (Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain Regions) rated developed setting attributes as least important and eastern (North and South) visitors rated the attributes as most important (TAT IX.15). Attributes of most importance to eastern visitors focused on visitor comfort and convenience and included availability of hot showers, bathroom lighting, flush toilets, playground/sports facilities, recreation equipment rentals, and nearby stores.

While there are fewer significant differences between the groups on perceived condition of the settings, performance ratings were generally highest from eastern than western visitors (TAT IX.16). Differences were particularly apparent for the following attributes: availability of flush toilets, lighting, firewood, and telephones, RV sewage dump stations, uncrowded/quiet setting, adequate parking, and proximity of stores.

Figure IX.4: Importance-Performance of Water Settings

Water Setting

Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention

The importance-performance chart for the water setting (Figure IX.4) shows that four of the 24 attributes fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant: take-out/beaching spots (6), information on hazards and conditions (12), restrooms (14), and stable water levels (22). Attributes falling in the “possible overkill” zone were activity-based (challenging rapids (2), waterskiing in the area (8), designated swimming area and beach (21), and boat-in camping opportunities (10). “Keep up the good work” attributes were associated with natural-

---

*Item numbers in Figure IX.4 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.17-IX.24).*
ness of conditions: clean, unpolluted water (23), safe drinking water (11), hazard-free water (1), fishing opportunities (9), uncrowded conditions (3), adequate road access (13), adequate and secure parking (4), and boat ramps/launching facilities (5). "Low priority" attributes were related to services and amenities on-site (fuel services (7), fish cleaning stations (16), showers (15), mechanic services (17), docking facilities (18), equipment rentals (19), commercial outfitters (20), and fishing piers (24).

**Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings**

All demographic groups in the "concentrate here" zone identified many of the same attributes. Males, those with fewer than 16 years education, non-disabled, non-white, and employed visitors identified the same attributes listed in objective one (take-out/beaching spots, information on conditions and hazards, restrooms, stable water levels). Visitors who were female, 16+ years education, and unemployed listed two attributes (information on hazards and stable water levels); white visitors listed take-outs and restrooms, and disabled visitors did not identify any attributes falling in the "concentrate here" zone. Females rated most attributes more important than males (TAT IX.17), especially those concerned with safety (e.g., designated swimming area, hazard-free water, safe drinking water, and information on hazards). Males rated only one attribute more importantly (fishing opportunities). In contrast, males and females rated performance of the setting similarly, with only a few exceptions (TAT IX.18).

In general, visitors with <16 years education rated most water setting attributes more importantly than those with 16+ years education (TAT IX.17), especially attributes related to fishing (e.g., fishing opportunities, fish-cleaning stations, fishing piers). Visitors with 16+ years education rated only one attribute more important (uncrowded conditions). Again, performance ratings were more closely aligned between the two groups (TAT IX.18). Few significant differences were found for importance (TAT IX.17) and performance (TAT IX.18) ratings between visitors with and without a disability. No significant differences between white and non-white visitors were found for importance (TAT IX.19) and performance (TAT IX.20) ratings. Few significant differences between employed and unemployed visitors were found for importance (TAT IX.19) ratings. Unemployed visitors generally rated the setting in poorer condition than employed visitors did (TAT IX.20).

**Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings**

Again, there was much overlap in the type of attributes in the "concentrate here" zone by trip characteristics. First-time, previous, local, and nonlocal visitors as well as weekend users identified the same attributes listed in objective one (take-out/beaching spots, information on conditions and hazards, restrooms, and stable water levels). Attributes listed in the "concentrate here" quadrant were information on hazards, restrooms, and stable water levels for day users and visitors from the Rocky Mountain Region; take-out/beaching spots, information on hazards and stable water levels for overnight, weekday, and Pacific Coast visitors; information on hazards and restrooms for Southern visitors; and boat ramps and information on hazards for Northern visitors.

First-time visitors rated support services (equipment rental and commercial outfitters) more importantly than return visitors did, while return visitors rated stable water levels and boat ramps as more important (TAT IX.19). First-time visitors consistently rated performance of the water setting attributes higher than return visitors did (especially uncrowded conditions, adequate and secure parking, and stable water levels).
Importance ratings for local and non-local visitors were somewhat similar (TAT IX.21). Locals rated swimming areas and fishing piers more important, while nonlocals rated uncrowded conditions and challenging rapids as more important. In contrast, performance ratings for the two groups differed considerably: nonlocals consistently rated the setting attributes higher than locals did (TAT IX.22).

Overnight visitors attached greater importance to water setting attributes (especially supplies, shower facilities, and mechanic services) than did day users (TAT IX.21). They also rated actual conditions higher than day users, especially safe drinking water, equipment rentals, restrooms, and uncrowded conditions (TAT IX.22). No significant differences occurred between weekday and weekend visitors on importance ratings (TAT IX.21). A few significant differences were seen for performance ratings, with weekday visitors giving higher scores for parking, road conditions, and equipment and supplies than weekend visitors (TAT IX.22).

In comparison with other outdoor recreation settings, there were fewer differences in importance ratings for water attributes by origin of visitors. Once again, however, visitors from the East gave consistently higher importance scores than visitors from the West (TAT IX.23). While the highest performance ratings were typically given by Northern visitors and the lowest by Rocky Mountain visitors (similar to other recreation settings), Pacific Coast visitors generally rated water conditions better than Southern visitors (in contrast to other recreation settings) (TAT IX.24).

**Figure IX.5: Importance-Performance of Dispersed Settings**

![Importance-Performance Chart]

**Dispersed Setting**

**Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention**

The importance-performance chart for the dispersed setting (Figure IX.5) shows that only two of the 17 attributes fell within the “concentrate here” quadrant (safe drinking water (5) and information on conditions and hazards (13)). Three items (physically challenging environment (2), designated campsites (7), and motorized access (8)) were in the “possible overkill” zone, suggesting visitors were satisfied with some, but not all, setting conditions. Attributes falling in the “keep up the good work” quadrant were associated with naturalness (an undisturbed and natural setting (1) and presence and evidence of wildlife (10)) and travel facilities (absence of motorized vehicles (4), well-maintained trails (12), separation of motorized and nonmotorized

---

*Item numbers in Figure IX.5 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.25-IX.32).*
uses (17), and adequate and secure parking (3)). “Low priority” attributes included supplementary services (commercial outfitters and guide services (14), primitive toilet facilities (16), connecting or loop trails (15), information and access to historic sites (11), directional signs (9), and see/hear others (6)).

Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

Two attributes (safe drinking water and information on conditions and hazards) were located in the “concentrate here” quadrant for education (<16 years and 16+ years) and employment (employed versus unemployed) groups as well as for male, non-disabled and white visitors. However, additional attributes occurred in the “concentrate here” quadrant for females (adequate and secure parking). For disabled and non-white visitors, the following attributes only fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant: safe drinking water, information on conditions and hazards, and separation of motorized and non-motorized uses.

Females consistently rated dispersed setting attributes as more important than did males, especially the need for well-maintained trails, information on conditions and hazards, and safe drinking water (TAT IX.25). Males gave a higher importance rating than females for only one attribute (the presence of a physically challenging environment). While there were fewer differences by gender for performance ratings (TAT IX.26), women generally gave higher ratings for the attributes to which they gave high importance scores (i.e., safe drinking water and well-maintained trails) as well as natural conditions (e.g., an undisturbed natural setting and presence of wildlife). Visitors with <16 years education exhibited greater importance for items related to a more developed camping experience, such as motorized access, safe drinking water, primitive toilet facilities, and designated campsites (TAT IX.25). In contrast, visitors with 16+ years education rated items associated with solitude and naturalness as more important (e.g., undisturbed natural setting, absence of motorized vehicles, see/hear others, presence of wildlife). Higher-educated visitors generally rated the actual setting in better condition than less educated visitors (TAT IX.26).

No significant differences in importance ratings were found between visitors with and without a disability (TAT IX.25), but, disabled visitors typically rated the performance of the dispersed setting much lower than visitors without a disability (TAT IX.26). No significant differences between whites and non-whites were observed for either the importance or performance ratings (Technical Appendix Tables IX.27 and IX.28).

Attributes associated with naturalness (undisturbed natural setting, physically challenging environment, see/hear others, and presence of wildlife) were rated as more important by employed than by unemployed visitors (TAT IX.27). Unemployed visitors were more concerned with safety issues (adequate and secure parking and safe drinking water). Employed and unemployed visitors did not significantly differ on performance ratings of the dispersed setting (TAT IX.28).
Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

Two attributes (safe drinking water and information on conditions and hazards) were in the “concentrate here” quadrant for both first-time and return visitors, for both locals and nonlocals, for weekend and weekday users, and for day-use, Rocky Mountain, and Southern visitors. An additional attribute occurred in the “concentrate here” quadrant for overnight and Pacific Coast visitors (separation of motorized and nonmotorized uses). For Northern visitors, attributes in the “concentrate here” quadrant were adequate for secure parking, information on conditions and hazards, and separation of motorized and nonmotorized uses.

First-time visitors rated attributes about information (on conditions and hazards, historic sites, and directional signs) and safety (safe drinking water and well-maintained trails) as more important, while return visitors rated opportunities for a physically challenging environment and motorized access as more important (TAT IX.27). Generally, return visitors rated the setting’s performance higher than did first-time visitors (TAT IX.28).

Local visitors also rated attributes about information (on conditions and hazards, historic sites, and directional signs) as more important than did nonlocals (TAT IX.29), but they generally rated the setting in worse condition than nonlocals did (TAT IX.30). Day visitors placed greater importance on information (about hazards and conditions, historic sites, and directional signs) and management services (well-maintained trails, commercial outfitters, and toilet facilities) (TAT IX.29). Overnight visitors exhibited stronger preference for naturalness (physically challenging environment, see/hear others, and presence of wildlife). There were relatively few differences between day and overnight visitors on performance ratings (TAT IX.30). No significant differences were found between weekday and weekend visitors on either importance (TAT IX.29) or performance ratings (TAT IX.30).

The highest mean importance scores were given (in the following descending order) by Southern, Northern, Pacific Coast, and Rocky Mountain visitors (TAT IX.31). Generally, there were similarities in importance ratings for visitors from the East and West. Visitors from the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain regions reported similar scores, and Southern and Northern visitors exhibited similar scores. A similar trend was observed for performance ratings: Northern and Southern visitors typically reported higher perceived condition scores than Western visitors.

Figure IX.6: Importance-Performance of Roaded Settings
Roade Setting

**Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention**

In the importance-performance chart for the roaded setting (Figure IX.6), four of the 15 attributes fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant (convenient restrooms (4), interpretive signs (10), information about historic sites (11), availability of drinking water (14)), while only one item (roaded access (8)) was in the “possible overkill” zone. Attributes in the “keep up the good work” quadrant were associated with scenic quality and access (distant views (5), scenic overlooks (3), wildlife viewing (12), absence of human modification to landscape (1), uncongested traffic (9), good all-weather roads (2), and walking trails (7)). “Low priority” items were picnic facilities (15), passing lanes (6), and bicycle lanes (13).

![Well-built and maintained roads wind through the national forests and national parks.](image)

**Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings**

The same four attributes as in objective one (convenient restrooms, interpretive signs, information about historic sites, and availability of drinking water) fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant for gender (males and females), education (<16 years and 16+ years), race (whites and non-whites), and employment (employed versus unemployed) groups. These same attributes occurred for visitors without a disability (with the exception of drinking water availability) and for disabled users (except that opportunities for viewing wildlife replaced interpretive signs).

Females consistently rated roaded attributes as more important than did males, especially convenient restrooms, interpretive signs, drinking water, and good all-weather roads (TAT IX.33). There were no significant differences between the two groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.34). Visitors with <16 years education rated attributes related to roadside conveniences as more important (good all-weather roads, passing lanes, picnic facilities, convenient restrooms, and drinking water) (TAT IX.33). There were no significant differences between the two education groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.34).

Disabled visitors consistently assigned greater importance for attributes related to roadside conveniences (good all-weather roads, scenic overlooks, passing lanes, and picnic facilities) than visitors without a disability (TAT IX.33). Again, there were no significant differences between the two groups on performance ratings (TAT IX.34). There were no significant differences between whites and non-whites on importance (TAT IX.35) and

---

*Item numbers in Figure IX.6 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.33-IX.40).*
performance ratings (TAT IX.36). Few significant differences between employed and unemployed visitors were found on importance (TAT IX.35) and performance ratings (TAT IX.36). However, unemployed visitors did rate roadside conveniences (good all-weather roads, passing lanes, and convenient restrooms) as more important than did employed visitors (TAT IX.35).

**Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings**

The same four attributes as in objective one (convenient restrooms, interpretive signs, information about historic sites, and availability of drinking water) fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant for both first-time and return, day and overnight, and weekday and weekend visitors, as well as for nonlocals and visitors from the Rocky Mountain, North, and South regions. Local visitors identified convenient restrooms and drinking water, while Pacific Coast visitors only placed information about historic sites in the “concentrate here” zone.

Generally, first-time visitors rated roaded setting attributes as being of greater importance than did return visitors, especially interpretive signs, scenic overlooks, and good all-weather roads (TAT IX.35). There were few significant differences between the two groups in performance ratings (TAT IX.36). There were very few significant differences between locals and nonlocals in importance (TAT IX.37) and performance ratings (TAT IX.38). Day users rated roadside conveniences (convenient restrooms, good all-weather roads, picnic facilities, passing lanes, and scenic overlooks) more important than did overnight users (TAT IX.37). Day visitors also tended to rate the performance of roaded attributes higher than overnight users (TAT IX.38). There were no significant differences between weekday and weekend visitors in importance (TAT IX.37) and performance ratings (TAT IX.38).

Mean importance ratings for roaded attributes by origin of visitor were given in the following descending order: South, North, Rocky Mountain, and Pacific Coast. The greatest differences were for good all-weather roads, convenient restrooms, availability of drinking water, and picnic sites (TAT IX.39). Relatively few significant differences were found for performance ratings, but the ratings were typically lowest from the Rocky Mountain region and highest from Northern visitors (TAT IX.40).

**Figure IX.7: Importance-Performance of Winter Settings**
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Winter Setting

Objective One: Attributes Requiring Management Attention

In the importance-performance chart for the winter setting (Figure IX.7), four of the 23 attributes fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant (information on conditions and hazards (9), restrooms (19), presence of wildlife (11), and adequate parking (2)). Five items (equipment rental (4), lighted trails (22), instruction staff (12), presence of rangers (21), and warming facilities (3)) were in the “possible overkill” zone, suggesting that managers should attend to almost 40% of the winter setting attributes.8 Attributes falling in the “keep up the good work” quadrant were associated with management of use levels (variety of challenging trails (13), uncrowded areas (1), short wait for lifts (14), avalanche control (6), plowed/maintained roads (10), trail grooming (7), emergency rescue (15), absence of development (18), and separation of motorized/nonmotorized uses (17)). “Low priority” items were restaurants/groceries (5) and lodging nearby (8), evening activities (23), campgrounds with electricity (20), and snowmaking capabilities (16).

Objective Two: Effect of Demographic Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

Relative to other settings, there was tremendous variation in the attributes falling in the “concentrate here” zone by demographic characteristics. Variables of concern to all groups of visitors were information on conditions/hazards and public restrooms. Additional attributes in the “concentrate here” quadrant included separation of motorized and non-motorized use (for employed and unemployed, females, and users with and without disabilities), presence of wildlife (males and females, <16 and 16+ years education, unemployed, white, and users without disabilities), and adequate parking (females, users without disabilities, unemployed, <16 years education, and white).

As with other settings, females placed greater importance on safety (avalanche control) and convenience (restrooms) than males (TAT IX.41). No other significant differences occurred between the two groups. Performance ratings were also very similar for males and females (TAT IX.42). There were no significant differences between visitors with <16 years and 16+ years education for importance (TAT IX.41) and performance (TAT IX.42) ratings. There were no significant differences between visitors with and without a disability on importance (TAT IX.41) and performance (TAT IX.42) ratings. There was only one significant difference between white and non-white visitors on importance scores (instruction staff) (TAT IX.43) and there were no significant differences on performance ratings (TAT IX.44). There were no significant differences between employed and unemployed visitors for importance (TAT IX.43) and performance (TAT IX.44) ratings.

---

8 Item numbers in Figure IX.7 match the order in which the attributes are listed in the corresponding tables (TATs IX.41-IX.46).
Objective Three: Effect of Trip Characteristics on Attribute Ratings

Again, there was large variation in the type and number of attributes in the “concentrate here” zone by trip characteristics. Variables of concern for most groups included presence of wildlife, information on hazards/conditions, and public restrooms. For locals, day, weekend and weekday, and Pacific Coast visitors, adequate parking and separation of mechanized and non-mechanized uses were additional concerns. (Because of the relatively small sample sizes for visitors from the Rocky Mountain (n = 8 to 30), Southern (n = 2 to 9), and Northern (n = 4 to 10) regions, only Pacific Coast visitors (n = 180 to 324) will be reviewed here.) Attributes in the “concentrate here” zone for first-time visitors were uncrowded areas, instruction staff, and lighted trails. For return visitors they were warming facilities, equipment rental, instruction staff, snow-making facilities, presence of rangers, and lighted trails. There was only one significant difference between first-time and return visitors on importance scores (absence of development) (TAT IX.43) and on performance ratings (variety of challenge) (TAT IX.44). Local visitors placed greater importance on support services and facilities (lighted slopes, warming facilities, snowmaking equipment, emergency rescue, avalanche control, and instruction staff) (TAT IX.45), and rated parking conditions worse (TAT IX.46) than nonlocals.

There was only one significant difference between day and overnight visitors on importance scores (overnight visitors rated the need for overnight lodging higher) (TAT IX.45). There were two significant differences in performance ratings (overnight visitors rated overnight lodging and plowed roads/parking in better condition) (TAT IX.44). Weekday visitors typically rated winter setting attributes as more important than did weekend visitors, especially emergency rescue, warming facilities, lighted trails, restrooms, and avalanche control (TAT IX.45). Fewer differences between the two groups were observed for performance ratings; weekday visitors (TAT IX.46) rated only avalanche control and public restrooms more highly.

Conclusions and Implications

There are at least seven major findings with implications for outdoor recreation management:

(1) Relatively few (fewer than one-quarter) of all setting attributes occurred in the “concentrate here” quadrant. This finding indicates that, for the most part, visitors are generally satisfied with the way outdoor recreation settings are managed.

(2) There are, however, some exceptions to the general finding above. Restroom facilities (clean bathrooms, availability of restrooms), safety (safe drinking water, stable water levels), and information (directional signs, information on conditions and hazards, and on-site interpretation) appeared in the “concentrate here” quadrant for all settings except developed, suggesting that these attributes warrant additional attention by outdoor recreation managers. Visitor needs for information and clean facilities (particularly restrooms) are consistent with previous studies, which have revealed that users are more concerned with basic managerial than physical conditions such as type and extent of vegetative erosion (Cordell, et al., 1990; Hendee, Stankey, & Lucas, 1990; Manning, 1985b). However, our findings extend this conclusion to include a visitor concern for more improved on-site communication and information, especially with regard to hazards and conditions at the setting. At a time when funding for on-site interpretation has decreased, it is interesting that visitor demand for this type of information remains high. If visitors are willing to pay for on-site interpretation as suggested by Cordell et al. (1990), our findings suggest the greatest information needs may be related to safety and setting conditions. In 1988, the Domestic Policy Council recognized the need for information on local area recreation that was not addressed by the tourism industry. Our results also support this conclusion.

(3) Greater differences between groups (on demographic and trip characteristics) were found for attribute importance than performance (i.e., perceived ratings of setting conditions). This finding suggests that while visitor preferences may differ, setting conditions are perceived similarly by most groups of visitors.

(4) Across most settings, females and visitors originating from eastern states rate attributes more important than do males and western visitors. Yet, their perceptions of setting conditions are quite similar. This finding implies that if managers wish to increase the number of setting attributes in the “keep up the good work” quadrant, they must recognize that certain groups of visitors (especially females and eastern visitors) place greater importance on many setting attributes than do other types of visitors. Previ-
ous research has shown contradictory findings with regard to the importance and performance of setting attributes for Wilderness areas. Roggenbuck, Williams and Watson (1993), for example, demonstrated that eastern and Western visitors place similar importance on various site indicators for Wilderness, while Tarrant and Shafer (in review) found considerable differences in visitor perceptions of, and preferences for, Wilderness setting attributes. Although our chapter examined a broad array of recreation (and not Wilderness) settings, the question of regional differences in visitor preferences and perceptions remains.

(5) Visitors appear more satisfied with settings on the opposite ends of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) (i.e., developed and dispersed) than with settings nearer the middle of the spectrum (water, roaded, and winter).

(6) For the most part, visitors from the South and North regions of the U.S. gave similar importance and performance ratings, as did visitors from the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain regions. Southern visitors consistently reported the highest importance and performance scores for setting attributes, while Pacific Coast visitors typically gave the lowest ratings.

(7) One of the most striking findings was the similarity in demographic and travel groups. With the exception of two settings (winter and dispersed), there were very few differences between groups on the attributes rated in the “concentrate here” quadrant. For winter and dispersed settings, females were less satisfied with parking conditions than males. Disabled, overnight, and Pacific Coast visitors were all less satisfied with the separation of motorized and nonmotorized uses than nondisabled visitors, day-visiters, and visitors from other regions.

Potential differences in outdoor recreation users across the settings investigated here suggest the possibility that outdoor recreation settings might be managed to different standards in the East and West and for males and females. The issue of uniformity in standards has been raised for management of areas in the National Wilderness Preservation System (see for example, Higgins, 1990; Mitchell, 1990; Tarrant & Shafer, 1997). There also are implications for managing outdoor recreation areas using the ROS. ROS recognizes that a diverse array of recreation opportunities should be provided for the American public (Driver, Brown, Stankey, & Gregoire, 1987). ROS provides the basis for establishing minimum standards for setting conditions using a LAC (Limits of Acceptable Change) framework (Stankey, Cole, Lucas, Petersen, & Frissell, 1985). Our study provides an initial step toward determining minimum acceptable standards by (a) identifying indicators of setting conditions that managers should be concerned about (i.e., attributes that fall in the “concentrate here” quadrant) and (b) recognizing that standards may vary by visitor demographic and trip characteristics.

At least two notes of caution should be raised when interpreting the results of CUSTOMER: (1) Failure to find significant differences between racial and disabled groups may be a function of unequal and low sample sizes. Additional research using larger sample sizes for non-whites and for visitors with a disability is clearly necessary. (2) Statistical significance does not necessarily equate with managerial significance. The large sample sizes for many groups in our analysis suggest some of the differences between groups may be an artifact of the type of statistics we used and do not represent a substantial or “real-world” difference that managers should be concerned about. While there is some validity to this argument, it should be recognized that: (a) part of our analysis did not involve statistical inference (i.e., the use of an importance-performance framework), and (b) the magnitude of difference (as indicated by the size of the t-value) provides a good indicator of critical differences (e.g., a t-value of 4.0 has more questionable statistical significance than a t-value greater than 6.0 or 7.0).

Overall, managers of outdoor recreation settings should be somewhat concerned about the results of CUSTOMER presented here. Although most setting attributes fell outside the “concentrate here” quadrant, two of the most important attributes (visitor safety and information), along with cleanliness of facilities (especially restrooms), were consistently rated as highly important but in relatively poor condition. In the future, managers should give additional attention to water, roaded, and winter recreation settings, where the number of attributes in the “concentrate here” quadrant was considerably higher than in dispersed or developed outdoor recreation settings.
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